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It provides a brief but comprehensive review of the 
information needed for you to make key decisions 
about requirements for the Home Screen project. 

Please review this material prior to our meeting, 
or choose a delegate to provide input in your place.

THIS DOSSIER IS PROVIDED TO THE STEERING COMMITTEE 
IN ADVANCE OF OUR MEETING TO MOVE THROUGH A DECISION GATE.
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THE PURPOSE OF DOCUMENT IS TO GIVE YOU THE BACKGROUND 
NECESSARY TO APPROVE OUR MOVING FORWARD TO DESIGN.

Questions for the completion of this phase: 

● Are the goals and high-level 
requirements accepted?

● Are there any other activities to 
complete before we advance?

● Is this project ready to move to 
design?

This dossier contains prioritized material: 

● Executive Summary (slides 4-20)

● Foundational Research (slides 21-39)

● Strategy & Next Steps (slides 40-48)

● Appendix (slides 49+)



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
GOALS & REQUIREMENTS
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CATALYST HAS CONSOLIDATED AND SYNTHESIZED 
INPUT FROM OUR RESEARCH PHASE, WHICH INCLUDES 

STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS, MARKET RESEARCH, TECHNOLOGY 
REQUIREMENTS, TESTING & ANALYTICS,  & 

OUR OWN ASSESSMENT OF OPPORTUNITIES. 

OUR SYNTHESIS FOR THIS PHASE RESULTS IN A SET OF GOALS 
AND REQUIREMENTS THAT PROVIDE A GUIDEPOST 

FOR THE DESIGN WORK AHEAD.



GOALS
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● Acquire new and different customers

● Continually iterate and improve 

● Create a test–and–measure culture

○ Analytics

○ A/B and other live testing

○ Customer research
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COMPANY GOALS
FROM PARIS WORKSHOPS 

● Align on digital properties goals 

● Gain better understanding of customers 
via analytics

● Span the globe to serve smaller & more 
diverse markets

● Establish and better convey brand 
values

Catalyst conducted a series of workshops with EMEA stakeholders, asking participants to state their 
short- and long-term goals for Ubisoft and the digital experience.



● Take a long-range focus

● Promote efficiency & employ modularity

● Support a clean & comprehensive integration of services

● Incorporate Ubisoft into the design process as a whole

○ Interview stakeholders

○ Gather requirements and needs  

○ Iterate on design with regular stakeholder reviews
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PROJECT & PROCESS GOALS
FROM PARIS WORKSHOPS

Additionally, they contributed these goals related to the project and process.



Using goals from the Paris workshops as well 
as input from a previous round of stakeholder 
interviews, we presented this list of qualitative 
goals for feedback during our Home Screen 
interviews.

All Home Screen stakeholders agreed that 
these goals accurately reflect Ubisoft’s vision.
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HOME SCREEN GOALS
INTERSECTION OF UBISOFT GLOBAL, BRAND, & USER NEEDS

● Show that the offerings are fresh and 
alive with energy

● Present a complete Ubisoft brand 
ecosystem of game play, news, 
shopping, merch, community support, 
community interaction

● Nurture a broader, more inclusive 
audience of gamers

● Reflect game sophistication in the site 
experience via fast page load times, high 
performance, and modern, sustainable 
implementation

● Use customer knowledge & data to 
present a personalized view, providing 
more value to our customers



HIGH-LEVEL DESIGN 
REQUIREMENTS
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AFTER ANALYSIS OF THE RESEARCH, 
WE ARE PROVIDING HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE USER 

EXPERIENCE, INITIAL USER SCENARIOS, CONTENT STRATEGY, AND 
MANAGEMENT.



To best serve both Ubisoft’s “quick win” strategy 
and Home Screen goals, the design must:
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HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS
USER EXPERIENCE 

● Provide a flexible, modular interface to 
accommodate key pulse points across 
groups

● Balance dynamic programming with 
editorial control 

● Shorten conversion funnels

● Provide short user paths to desired 
content, especially brand content

● Be able to scale to multiple 
entertainment verticals



The design must support the following initial scenarios for both 
authenticated and guest users on web or mobile:
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HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS
INITIAL USER SCENARIOS

● Register

● Sign In

● Pass through an age gate

● Watch a trailer

● Initiate game purchase

● Initiate merchandise purchase



In order to define the detailed Home Screen Prototype content requirements, the Catalyst team will 
explore and test multiple content approaches:
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HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS
CONTENT STRATEGY

PULSE POINT PUBLISHING 

— Default (non-pulse point)

— Brand Launches

— Event Days

CONTENT BALANCE

Varying ratios of Company 
vs. Brand content display

CONTENT ORGANIZATION

— Destination

— Launchpad



The new Home Screen’s initial implementation 
and ongoing evolution will require full-time 
content management. 

Having at least one dedicated Managing Editor 
will be instrumental in defining, socializing, and 
executing content prioritization and process:
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HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS
CONTENT MANAGEMENT 

● Must balance multiple brand and group 
directives

● Must support multiple and concurrent 
publishing schedules, including ad-hoc needs

● Must be informed by trustworthy and 
actionable analytics



PROJECT
OVERVIEW
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In this project we will look at the Home Screen opportunities, and will propose a layout and publishing 
strategy of content that exposes a wider variety of corporate and brand content to users..

OVERVIEW

2017 2018

Nicole A Maron
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OVERVIEW

At this point we have concluded requirements gathering and foundational activities. Approval on the 
foundation and strategy for this track will allow Catalyst to pass through the Requirements Gate and move 
forward into the Design Phase.

Nicole A Maron
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FOUNDATIONAL RESEARCH

● Previous Research Document 
Review

● Comparative & Competitive 
Research

● Stakeholder Findings 

STRATEGY & GOALS

● Home Screen Draft Goals

● KBO’s & KPI's

● Decision criteria 

DOSSIER CONTENTS

NEXT STEPS

● Design, prototype, iterate 

● Testing

● Design review with stakeholders

● Design gate

This document presents an  from the following research and activities 
done by Catalyst for the Home Page project:



FOUNDATIONAL 
RESEARCH
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AS PART OF OUR FIRST PHASE OF THE HOME SCREEN PROJECT, 
CATALYST HAS COLLECTED DATA, INFORMATION, 

OBSERVATIONS, AND OPINIONS REGARDING 
CONTENT AND INTERACTION PRIORITIES 

In understanding requirements and research about the market, the 
needs of Ubisoft as a company, and the desires of its customers, we 

are better able to propose solutions with the greatest impact. 
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COMPETITIVE  
& COMPARATIVE RESEARCH
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Catalyst conducted a competitive / comparative audit to better understand home screen 
standards in the gaming industry as well as innovators in other verticals. 

We audited the home screens of 10 direct competitors. 

EA   Nintendo   Square Enix   Activision   Bungie   Rockstar Games   Bethesda   Blizzard   Capcom   Sony Games  

We also audited the home screens of 11 comparative sites with similar challenges: 
managing multiple sub-brands, deep/varied content, and local/global structures.

NBC   PBS   Warner Bros   Polygon   Sony   Vice   ESPN   Netflix   Marvel   Disney.com   Proctor & Gamble
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COMPETITIVE & COMPARATIVE RESEARCH
OVERVIEW

https://www.ea.com/
https://www.nintendo.com/
https://na.square-enix.com/
https://www.activision.com/
https://www.bungie.net/
http://www.rockstargames.com/
https://bethesda.net/en/dashboard
http://blizzard.com/
http://www.capcom.com/
https://www.sony.com/entertainment/video-games
https://www.nbc.com/
http://www.pbs.org/
https://www.warnerbros.com/
https://www.polygon.com/
https://www.sony.com/
https://www.vice.com/en_us
http://www.espn.com/
http://netflix.com
http://marvel.com/
http://www.disney.com/
https://us.pg.com/


COMPETITIVE & COMPARATIVE RESEARCH
METHODOLOGY

Each home page was reviewed for presence, engagement, basic usability, and best practices in 
the following content/interaction areas:
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● Navigation styles 

● Registration experience 

● Personalization/logged in experience 

● Integration of news/blog content

● Integration of calendar/events 

● Incorporation of search

● Incorporation of shopping

● Content structure

● Content tone and voice

● Presentation of featured content 

● Calls to action 

● DLC and other user benefits

● Community 

● Careers 



While some best-practice features were discovered 
among both gaming and non-gaming home screens,  
none of them set the standard for the wide variety of 
content and offers which Ubisoft wants to surface.
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UBISOFT HAS A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY 
TO CREATE THE GOLD STANDARD 

FOR MULTI-CHANNEL GAMING 
AND ENTERTAINMENT SITES



BEST PRACTICE: LAUNCHPAD EXPERIENCE
SMALLER ECOSYSTEM

Only a few competitor sites provide home 
screen content which showcase the breadth of 
their offerings. None emerged as a clear 
leader in surfacing and connecting the breadth 
of content Ubisoft has to offer.
Blizzard’s recent and excellent redesign takes 
a launchpad approach, successfully promoting 
their much smaller ecosystem.
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Beautiful, immersive hero 
imagery immediately draws 
users into fantasy mindset 
of featured games/events

Fast paths to all games

Top Stories and Upcoming 
Events provide fast access 
to announcements, game 
news, store, and esports 
calendar 

Jr. Hero humanizes Blizzard 
as a company while 
attracting jobseekers



BEST PRACTICE: DESTINATION EXPERIENCE
MULTIPLE VERTICALS

ESPN is an successful example of providing a 
gold-standard ecosystem for a meta-brand, 
among comparative sites. It tackles the 
daunting task of representing not just major 
leagues sports, but all sports.
Its consistent and well-ordered modules allows 
users to quickly scan for sports, teams, and 
information they want within a huge amount of 
content in an extra-long scrolling screen.
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Leaderboards are 
constantly refreshed 
throughout the day

Local teams featured for 
easy access

Game stats and progress 
are updated during 
gameplay, then turn static 
with the final score.

Contextual offer from 
elsewhere in the ecosystem

Easily scannable despite 
having 15+ distinctive 
components.



PBS’s site attempts to satisfy a wide range of 
goals, but the result is an unfocused home page 
structure which feels disorganized. 

Similar to Ubisoft, PBS has a complex system of 
business units and stakeholders to satisfy. PBS 
has local affiliates, different kinds of media to 
present, and also includes advertising revenue.

The strategy to provide a little bit of everything is 
not as effective as ESPN’s, because it allows too 
many unrelated and inconsistently designed  
modules. Users have no idea what to expect as 
they scroll down. 
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CAUTIONARY TALE: PBS/KVIE TV
MULTIPLE CHANNELS

The hero carousel cycles through new 
shows, seasonal programming, and 
affiliate-specific promotions

More PBS sites, local affiliate listings, 
3rd party ad space

Social media and community CTAs

3rd party sponsor banner ad

Featured shows from all channels

Latest News

NOT PICTURED:
- Local affiliate donation CTA and 
listings
- Popular videos with “add to 
watchlist” CTA and filtering options
- More PBS sites
- PBS store item promos



BEST PRACTICE: REFLECTING COMMUNITY BACK TO ITSELF 
DESTINATION SITE

Editorial-oriented Polygon offers hybrid 
tile/blog style that gracefully. 
Content is:

● Curated “players first” approach

● Refreshed daily

● Reflective of their community’s needs
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Featured items include game 
info, video previews, cultural 
opinion, news and events. 
Polygon engages user in an 
authentic community through 
this content, without requiring 
membership.

Additional reviews and videos 
sections are highlighted with 
teasers.

A large amount of additional 
information is presented in a 
simple blog roll that continues 
for multiple screens’-worth of 
items across the ecosystem.



Network TV sites like NBC have breadth of 
products in a single vertical: tv media. Their 
home pages reflect a tight, strategic 
publishing schedule which refreshes daily, 
supporting tv premiere, seasonal specials, 
and special TV event programming.
The version of the NBC homepage pictured 
here employs a specialized template for the 
seasonal return of a long-time favorite show, 
much like how a mainstream news site will 
promote a significant current event.
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BEST PRACTICE:  PUBLISHING SCHEDULES, PULSE POINTS
KEY FINDINGS

The hero carousel promotes 
the new season on premiere 
day, while the featured shows 
promote past seasons for new 
fans.

Other popular shows are 
highlighted in multiple other 
modules down the page.



FINDING COMPANY AND USER BALANCE
CONTENT PRIORITIZATION
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100% BRAND-FOCUSED
Star Wars

100% COMPANY-FOCUSED 
Procter & Gamble

Where should Ubisoft’s home screen 
be on this spectrum?

Brands are only accessible through nav 
and one below-the-fold promo

Disney / Lucasfilm are not 
referenced at all



STAKEHOLDER 
FINDINGS

32



In our stakeholder pool, we seek a diverse 
representation of Ubisoft, from games to 
marketing to support to corporate 
communications. 

Some stakeholders were interviewed as part 
of the requirements phase, while others will 
be interviewed later for additional 
information and design feedback.
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EMEA Business
Mathieu Willem
Philippe Morillon

NCSA Business
Caroleen Beatty, George Hong, 
Jenny Hughes

NCSA Brand
Trevor Shackelford
Alexandre Remy

EMEA Brand
Camille Aneas

EMEA Age-Ratings
Helene Dieumegard

NCSA Age-Ratings
Andres Chirino

NCSA Store
Alexandre Dequaire

EMEA Community
Damien Glorieux

NCSA Community
Katie McGuigan

Club
Damien Moret

Legal
Christele Jalady

LATAM -Mexico
Alvaro Irurita

PR
Tim Cummins

International Events
Leon Winkler

NCSA Production
Jenny Hughes
George Hong

Communications
Giancarlo Varanini

Global Communications
Courtney Rissi
Ben Swanson

Massive Studio
Alex Moutardier

Mobile
Sophie Colson

STAKEHOLDER FINDINGS
OVERVIEW



These stakeholders were asked to participate in 
these interviews with no specific preparation.
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INTERVIEW GOALS

● To better understand their vision or goals for the 
home screen

● To discover any opportunities the home page 
might afford each group

● To gather components to design and test

STAKEHOLDER FINDINGS
GOALS



A number of key themes emerged centering on the new opportunities for exposure via the 
new home screen

PERSONALIZED HOMEPAGE CONTENT IS A UNIVERSAL PRIORITY
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“[At events] We have ID bracelets. We also use surveys on 
site. We ask people their username . Then we can have a 
tie-in the next time they login and give them some sort of 
goodie.”

- Leon Winkler

[As a gamer] I don’t want to waste my time on a platform 
that pushes content that’s not relevant to me.”

- Alexandre Remy

STAKEHOLDER FINDINGS
KEY THEMES

“Our service is fully personalized and customized to you, 
your specific history and relationship to Ubisoft. We can 
expose a lot of personalized information.

So on ubisoft.com integration is very important. We need 
to be visible there through whatever product the user is 
looking at.”

- Damien Moret

Nicole A Maron

Nicole A Maron

Nicole A Maron



A number of key themes emerged centering on 
the new opportunities for exposure via the new 
home screen

HOME SCREEN DRIVES GAAS

“We were able to drive the Rainbow Six community and 
train them to come back to us when we had new 
information. It was very effective...People started 
tuning in and knowing where to go. And since we did 
that on our own channels, we drove a lot of traffic on 
our channels. We want to make our channels that one 
place to go to get information for these communities.”

- Tim Cummins
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BE RESPONSIVE TO SEASONAL PULSE POINTS

“I believe the homepage should showcase the breadth of 
the diverse things that Ubisoft does. ... The homepage 
has a lifecycle with different phases - holidays, E3, and 
Gamescom for example. It needs to be flexible and a 
focal point for a lot of those moments.”

- Jenny Hughes

PROMOTE EASY DISCOVERABILITY 
TO SUPPORT THE ECOSYSTEM

“Home page is a browse and discover experience. In a 
few clicks you should  see all the different assets in the 
website.”

- Alexandre Dequaire

STAKEHOLDER FINDINGS
KEY THEMES

Nicole A Maron

Nicole A Maron

Nicole A Maron

Nicole A Maron



STREAMLINE CONTENT PRODUCTION

“My hope for what comes of the homepage and 
everything else is to help encourage the 
streamlining...that we’re not replicating and creating 
redundancies that don’t need to be there.”

- Giancarlo Varanini

PRIORITIZE CONTENT AND OFFERS

“We’re trying to give as many hooks as possible to 
keep them attached, but we need to make a choice. 
Like for me merch is something not as important. We 
need to give a prioritization. We need to present it the 
right way. It’s first customer satisfaction, then secondly 
how we monetize it.”

- Damien Glorieux
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HUMANIZE THE COMPANY

“At the moment Ubisoft is lacking a human touch from 
the gamer’s point of view. And I think hard core gamers 
are interested in the people making the games they play. 
Investor’s also like to see the people, the talented people 
working behind the scenes. So showing that can 
humanize us.”

- Courtney Riss

DEFINE THE EDITORIAL STRATEGY

“I guess we'll have to have a strong editorial strategy by 
selecting what to put on the front home page. That is not 
necessarily the latest news on the latest thing we 
released. Because sometimes it’s just secondary or 
tertiary level of information.”

- Camille Aneas

STAKEHOLDER FINDINGS
KEY THEMES

Nicole A Maron

Nicole A Maron

Nicole A Maron

Nicole A Maron



STRATEGY & 
RECOMMENDATIONS
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STRATEGY & RECOMMENDATIONS
KBOs & KPIs

As a guidepost for our design efforts, we will are establishing targets for both how we measure success 
and effectiveness, and the behaviors we want to encourage in Ubisoft.com visitors.
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We will measure the success of our strategy and design 
for the Home Screen starting with the following standard 
indicators for both web and mobile:

These are user behaviors that we initially seek to 
encourage through our strategy and design:

● Direct traffic 
● Referring sites
● Bounce rate
● Session duration

● Conversion rate
● Unique visitors
● Returning visitors
● Top search terms

● Game purchase
● Merchandise purchase
● Community registration
● Sign In



STRATEGY & RECOMMENDATIONS
HOME SCREEN COMPONENT LIST BY FUNCTIONAL AREA

We have gathered an inventory of desired home screen components to explore through design. These 
groupings will be further prioritized, revised, and streamlined through testing and review:
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Pinned content
Hero image 
News (blog) item widget
Store widget
Community registration
Upcoming Dates widget

Brands
Featured brands widget
Video player- trailers
Beta signups

Esports
Esports widget
Popular game leaderboard(s)

User/Community
“You” widget
Support & Forums widget
User survey prompt
Featured Player widget

Legal & Compliance
Age gates as needed
ESRB badges 
Privacy

Company/Careers
Featured Career widget
Ubisoft Experience videos
Game studio collaboration profile

Events
Event promo(s)
Notifications/alerts
Livestream

Media partner integrations
Twitch
Youtube 

Contextual offers
Gameplay discounts
Merchandise offers
DLC In-game purchases



STEERING COMMITTEE 
DECISION POINT
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DECISION POINT
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FINALLY, WE ASK THE STEERING COMMITTEE 
TO EVALUATE THIS DOCUMENT, 

TO ENABLE US TO MOVE FORWARD.

Questions for the completion of this phase: 

● Are the goals and high-level requirements accepted?

● Are there any other activities to complete before we advance?

● Is this project ready to move to design?



NEXT STEPS
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NEXT STEPS
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DESIGN & ITERATION
We will begin with wireframe sketches to establish 
content element priorities, and move into more detailed 
design in the form of higher fidelity mockups.

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK
Along the way we will check in regularly with our 
stakeholder group to check our understanding and get 
feedback on our designs.

PROTOTYPING
To get more critical feedback on the interactions and 
flow, we’ll create a prototype to be shared with 
stakeholders and used for testing and validation.

DESIGN GATE
As with this phase, we’ll conclude the design phase with 
another review cycle with the Steering Committee.

During the next Design phase, these activities are planned:



Thank you for your time! 
Please reach out with any questions to:

Brian Cronin 
brian.cronin@catalystinnovationpartners.com

Danielle Malik
danielle.malik@catalystinnovationpartners.com
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mailto:brian.cronin@catalystinnovationpartners.com
mailto:danielle.malik@catalystinnovationpartners.com
Nicole A Maron



APPENDIX
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● Home Screen Comparative & Competitive Audit Findings
● Home Screen Draft Design Goals

The Home Screen team also reviewed the following research:

● Brand Playground
● Analytics team Ubisoft.com Recommendations (get real name)
● NCSA Audit and Analysis, including Stakeholder Interview Notes
● Global Digital Experience Charter 
● 2017 Survey-Research Findings (Navigation)
● Ubisoft Experience Map
● Corporate Segmentation Summary
● Ubisoft Proto-Personas
● Ubisoft.com UX Optimization Accomplishments
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PREVIOUS RESEARCH REVIEW
UBISOFT AND CATALYST RESEARCH FINDINGS OUTSIDE OF HOME SCREEN
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HOME SCREEN

October 2017



HOME PAGE AUDIT FINDINGS

AUDIT PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The purpose of this document is to summarize the overall homepage landscape 
in which Ubisoft exists. 

We audited the homepages of 8 direct competitors. 

EA    Nintendo   Square Enix    Bethesda    Blizzard    Capcom    Sony Games    Rockstar Games

We also audited the homepages of 5 comparative sites with similar challenges: 
managing multiple sub-brands, ecosystems which include shopping and community, 
and nationwide/worldwide localization.

NBC    PBS   Warner Bros    Polygon   Sony.com
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https://www.ea.com/
https://www.nintendo.com/
https://na.square-enix.com/
https://bethesda.net/en/dashboard
http://blizzard.com/
http://www.capcom.com/
https://www.sony.com/entertainment/video-games
http://www.rockstargames.com/
https://www.nbc.com/
http://www.pbs.org/
https://www.warnerbros.com/
https://www.polygon.com/
https://www.sony.com/


HOME PAGE AUDIT FINDINGS

METHODOLOGY

Each home page was reviewed for presence, engagement, basic usability, and 
best practices in the following content/interaction areas:

● Navigation styles 
● Registration experience 
● Personalization/logged in 

experience 
● Integration of news/blog 

content
● Integration of calendar/events 
● Incorporation of search
● Incorporation of shopping

● Content structure
● Content tone and voice
● Presentation of featured content 
● Calls to action 
● DLC and other 

non-featured-content user benefits
● Community
● Careers 
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HOME PAGE AUDIT FINDINGS

DRAFT IDEAS FOR HOME PAGE GOALS

In assessing best practices examples, we drafted some ideas to provide context 
for the experience Ubisoft may want to provide, informed by our previous research 
with users and stakeholders.

Note: These initial ideas are in no way final. They will be workshopped and revised with stakeholders, then 
refined with Ubisoft leadership before any official adoption.

● Show that the offerings are fresh and alive with energy
● Present a complete Ubisoft brand ecosystem of game play, news, 

shopping, merch, community support, community interaction
● Nurture a broader, more inclusive audience of gamers
● Reflect game sophistication in the site experience via fast page load times, 

high performance, and modern, sustainable implementation
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HOME PAGE AUDIT FINDINGS

KEY INSIGHTS SUMMARY

1. There are almost no best practices among competitive sites for connecting the ecosystem of game 
info, game purchasing, merchandise shopping, community, and events.

2. Comparative home pages offer richer overall experiences which show investment in their strategic 
focus.

3. Competitors largely allow their organizational brand to be a mildly-promoted brand umbrella for 
their more highly-promoted game titles and/or console brands.

4. Most competitor home pages display a notable lack of dynamism and reflect neither the technical 
sophistication nor the modern feel of their game experiences.
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HOME PAGE AUDIT FINDINGS

NO BEST PRACTICES

1. There are no best practices among competitor sites 
for connecting the ecosystem of game info, game 
purchasing, merchandise shopping, community, and 
events.

The smaller ones like Blizzard and Capcom make no investment in 
providing a home page which illustrates a dynamic, curated brand 
ecosystem.

Capcom’s home page provides access to game info, news, and 
community support, but presents it in a flat, organization-focused, 
unenticing interface.

Blizzard features a small amount of game info in a dated, clunky 
template. Other Blizzard pages employ a more modernized template 
which better communicates the full breadth of their offerings.
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HOME PAGE AUDIT FINDINGS

NO BEST PRACTICES

Larger game studios like Rockstar and Bethesda offer 
more modern-feeling interfaces employing tiled 
modules to make more use of available space, given 
the higher volume of news, reviews, and video media 
they offer.

The tiled approach offers a breadth of content in a 
seemingly unorganized, browseable format that is 
great for user discovery of many different content 
offerings - reviews, contests, news, interviews, etc. 
This can be a good method for satisfying stakeholders 
vying for homepage real estate.

These implementations are not, however, very efficient 
for targeting users looking for games like the ones 
they know they enjoy, which we know is a key user 
task. And without relevant promo modules included in 
a persistent location, it does not clearly communicate 
community benefits.
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HOME PAGE AUDIT FINDINGS

NO BEST PRACTICES

Game console companies - Nintendo, Xbox, and Sony 
- offer commerce-oriented experiences which 
showcase but do not connect offerings. 

Nintendo’s family-friendly approach allows 
self-selection by device and showcasing merch as well 
as featured game info and news. But even they 
present each area of the ecosystem as disconnected 
modules - Featured games, featured merchandise, 
game news, arranged in separate bars like aisles in a 
store.

Fuller ecosystem links are downplayed at the bottom 
of the screen.

Navigational grouping shows 
a partial ecosystem under the 
Play Nintendo section

Self-select by device

Featured merchandise

Fuller ecosystem links 
downplayed in footer module

Game news

Featured games and apps
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HOME PAGE AUDIT FINDINGS

STRATEGIC FOCUS

2. Comparative home pages offer richer 
overall experiences which show investment in 
their strategic focus. 

This allows them to be more responsive to pulse point 
triggers and addresses more inclusive audiences. The size 
of the company seems to have a direct correlation with the 
amount of investment in a high-performing home page that 
is integrated into a cohesive marketing/publishing 
strategy.

Editorial-oriented Polygon offers hybrid tile/blog style that 
gracefully highlights featured games and preview videos 
with easily scannable labels to indicate content type - 
news, opinion/review, event info, and cultural game lore. 
Content is dynamic and refreshed daily, appropriate to their 
marketspace. It is the most culturally-aware of all the home 
pages in the audit, bringing players and community into 
focus well beyond game tips and support.

Featured items include game 
info, video previews, cultural 
opinion, news and events. 
Polygon engages user in an 
authentic community through 
this content, without requiring 
membership.

Additional reviews and videos 
sections are highlighted with 
teasers.

A large amount of additional 
information is presented in a 
simple blog roll that continues 
for multiple screens’-worth of 
items across the ecosystem.
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HOME PAGE AUDIT FINDINGS

STRATEGIC FOCUS

Network TV sites like NBC have breadth of products in a 
single vertical: tv media. Their home pages reflect a 
tight, strategic publishing schedule which refreshes 
daily, supporting tv premiere, seasonal specials, and 
special TV event programming.

The version of the NBC homepage pictured here employs 
a specialized template for the seasonal return of a 
long-time favorite show, much like how a mainstream 
news site will promote a significant current event.

The larger NBC ecosystem is not promoted via the home 
page, reflecting their title-first strategy. Since community 
and ecommerce revolve around specific shows, not the 
NBC brand itself, the full ecosystem is appropriately 
promoted one level down, at the series-level page.

The hero carousel promotes 
the new season on premiere 
day, while the featured shows 
promote past seasons for 
new fans.

Other popular shows are 
highlighted in multiple other 
modules down the page.
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HOME PAGE AUDIT FINDINGS

STRATEGIC FOCUS

Public television, on the other hand, has multiple verticals 
resulting in a multi-foci home page content structure to meet 
multiple user needs and stakeholder goals.
 
Reflecting the breadth of their needs as a provider of multiple 
media channels, an affiliate-representative organization, and a 
non-profit which is reliant on multiple revenue streams in 
addition to advertising,  the PBS home page provides content 
for multiple distinct user type-specific needs:
   - current news video and articles
   - historical video and articles
   - entertainment video and articles
   - educational media for viewing/reading
   - educational video and books resources for sale
   - educational resources for educators
   - affiliate-specific tv listings and media sales
   - donation drives and CTAs
-    additional audience-specific sites, like PBS.kids

The hero carousel cycles through new 
shows, seasonal programming, and 
affiliate-specific promotions

More PBS sites, local affiliate listings, 
3rd party ad space

Social media and community CTAs

3rd party sponsor banner ad

Featured shows from all channels

Latest News

Local affiliate donation CTA and 
listings

Popular videos with “add to watchlist” 
CTA and filtering options

More PBS sites

PBS store item promos
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BRAND UMBRELLA

3. Competitors largely allow their organizational 
brand to be a mildly-promoted umbrella for their 
more highly-promoted game titles and/or console 
brands.

With the exception of Capcom, none of the competitors promote 
their corporate identity more than their product offerings. Company 
info is relegated to footer navigation, though sometimes present in 
main global navigation via as Careers. Corp info is not displayed 
except in an occasional teased News item.
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LACK OF DYNAMISM

4. Most competitor home pages display a 
notable lack of dynamism and reflect neither 
the technical sophistication nor the modern 
feel of their game experiences.

Only two employ modern feeling home pages, through a tiled 
interface. Sony employs one modern design micro 
interaction: slight zoom animation on hover. The others have 
none.

None of the home pages employ interactive features other 
than basic video players. None offer a personalized content 
experience with cookies or after login.

Page load times and performance vary.

Somewhat  Dynamic: fresh content and interface, and/or fast-loading 
pages and site performance, but not reflective to the level of their games

Not Dynamic: slow-loading pages, dated interfaces, and/or fewer or the 
perception of fewer content refreshes.

Bethesda

Nintendo

EA

Rockstar

Sony

Blizzard

Capcom

Square Enix
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DRAFT HOME PAGE GOALS

HOME SCREEN DRAFT DESIGN GOALS

1. Show that the offerings are fresh and alive with energy

2. Present a complete Ubisoft brand ecosystem of game play, news, 
shopping, merch, community support, community interaction

3. Nurture a broader, more inclusive audience of gamers

4. Reflect game sophistication in the site experience via fast page load 
times, high performance, and modern, sustainable implementation
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